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Formal deductive verification aims at proving the correct-
ness of programs via logical deduction. However, the fact
that it is usually based on complex program logics makes
it error-prone to implement. This paper addresses the im-
portant research question of how we can make a deduc-
tive verifier trustworthy through a practical approach. We
propose a novel technique to generate machine-checkable
proof objects to certify each verification task performed by
the language-agnostic deductive verifier of K—a semantics-
based language framework. These proof objects encode for-
mal proofs in matching logic—the logical foundation of K.
They have a small 240-line trust base and can be directly
verified by third-party proof checkers. Our preliminary ex-
periments show promising performance in generating cor-
rectness proofs for deductive verification in different pro-
gramming languages.
1 Introduction
Formal deductive verification [24] is a technique to prove
that programs satisfy their formal specifications. While de-
ductive verifiers can guarantee the correctness of programs
in theory, they are usually based on complex program logics
and are themselves error-prone to implement.
There has been research to formally verify deductive ver-
ifiers and/or verification condition generators using interac-
tive theorem provers [39, 25, 26]. While this approach can
provide a strong guarantee for the correctness of a deduc-
tive verifier, it requires a considerable amount of effort to
mechanize the correctness proofs, which are also specific to
one programming language.
In this paper, we aim to tackle the following research ques-
tion: what is a practical and language-agnostic approach to
make deductive verification trustworthy?
To address the language-agnostic part, we base our ap-
proach on K, a state-of-the-art semantics-based language
framework. K offers an intuitive meta-language for language
designers to define the formal semantics of their program-
ming languages. From such formal semantics, K automat-
ically generates useful language tools such as parsers, in-
terpreters, model checkers, deductive verifiers [11], program
equivalence checkers [29], and many others. In practice, K
has been used to define the complete executable formal se-
mantics of C [14], Java [2], JavaScript [41], Python [16],
Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) [23], and x86-64 [12], from
which their execution and verification tools are automati-
cally generated. Some of them have evolved into commercial
products [17, 35].
However, the current implementation of K has over
500,000 lines of unverified code in Haskell, Java, and C++,
which leads to questions about its trustworthiness. Due to
the complexity of K, full formal verification of its codebase
is unrealistic. Recent work [3] proposes a technique to gen-
erate proof objects that certify each task done by K, but it
only supports concrete program execution and not verifica-
tion. So in this paper, we propose novel proof generation
techniques for symbolic execution and deductive verification
in K.
Specifically, we reduce the correctness of K’s deductive
verification tool to a formal proof in matching logic, which
is the logical foundation of K [43, 5]. For each verification
task performed by K, we generate a proof object for the
following matching logic judgment:
ΓL ⊢ φpre ⇒reach φpost , where (1)
• ΓL is a matching logic theory (i.e., a set of axioms) that
defines the formal semantics of a given language L;
• ⊢ denotes the matching logic proof system;
• φpre and φpost are symbolic formulas that encode the
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pre/post-conditions of a verification task;
• ⇒reach denotes reachability, which captures the notion
of partial correctness; that is, any program configura-
tion satisfying φpre either has a finite execution trace
reaching one configuration satisfying φpost , or has an
infinite/divergent trace.
The complete proof of Equation (1) is then encoded as a
matching logic proof object and automatically proof-checked
using a third-party proof checker called Metamath [37]. If
the proof checking passes, we know that K is correct in carry-
ing out the verification task specified by Equation (1). This
way, we establish the correctness of K’s deductive verifier on
a case-by-case basis, via matching logic proof generation and
proof checking. As a result, the trust base of K’s verification
tool is dramatically reduced, from the entire 500,000-line
codebase to a 240-line formalization of matching logic.
Our approach is language-agnostic. The proof generation
algorithm is independent of the actual language semantics
(i.e. ΓL) and the verification task (i.e. φpre and φpost).
Instead, it is parametric in them. Therefore, our approach
can be used to generate proof objects that certify deductive
verification in all programming languages defined in K.
To evaluate our approach, we implemented our proof gen-
eration algorithm and experimented with it on two bench-
marks. The first contains arithmetic programs for 3 differ-
ent languages, which is to demonstrate that our method is
language-agnostic. The second benchmark is a selection of C
verification examples from the SV-COMP competition [52].
Our experimental results show promising performance in
both proof generation and proof checking. For example, it
takes 64.2 seconds to generate the proof object for the ver-
ification of the sum program that calculates the sum from 1
to n. The entire proof object (37 megabytes) can be proof-
checked in 2.0 seconds on a regular laptop (see Section 5).
To summarize, our main contribution is a language-
agnostic algorithm that generates machine-checkable cor-
rectness proofs for the deductive verifier in K. We imple-
mented the following main artifacts that are submitted
with this paper [34]:
• A formalization of deductive verification as reachability
formulas (i.e., “⇒reach ”) in matching logic;
• A proof generation tool for K’s deductive verifier.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Section 2,
we give an overview of our approach and introduce the ba-
sics of K, reachability logic (for deductive verification), and
matching logic. We present our proof generation algorithm
in Section 3 and discuss its implementation details and lim-
itations in Section 4. We then show evaluation results of
our implementation in Section 5. Finally, we discuss related
work in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.
2 Overview and Preliminaries
Our goal is to generate matching logic proof objects as cor-
rectness certificates for K’s language-agnostic deductive ver-
ifier. To achieve this, our method follows 4 main steps:
1. Given a formal semantics of a language L defined in K,
we automatically generate its corresponding matching
logic theory ΓL.
2. Given a set of reachability claims (see Section 2.2):
R = {φ1 ⇒reach ψ1, . . . , φn ⇒reach ψn}
we use K’s deductive verifier to prove all claims in R.
3. If K successfully proves all claims, we make it output the
proof hints, which include all symbolic execution steps
that K carries out during verification.
4. From the proof hints, we construct the proof objects for
the following matching logic proof goals, encoded in a
format that can be checked by Metamath [37]:
ΓL ⊢ φ1 ⇒reach ψ1 . . . ΓL ⊢ φn ⇒reach ψn
In the above, step 1 is accomplished by using an existing
translator that compiles formal semantics in K into match-
ing logic theories (see [3]), and step 2 is accomplished by
using K’s deductive verifier.
Steps 3 and 4 are our main technical contributions. These
steps pose two primary challenges:
• K’s deductive verifier is based on reachability logic
which essentially consists of symbolic execution and
coinductive reasoning. However, our goal is to reduce
everything to the minimal trust base of matching logic.
So we need to mechanize the embedding of reachability
logic into matching logic, which is theoretically shown
to be possible by [5].
• K’s symbolic execution engine supports many compli-
cated features such as evaluation order, conditional
rewriting, “otherwise” rules (which are catch-all rules
if all other rewrite rules fail to apply), unification mod-
ulo axioms, etc. It is a non-trivial task to support the
generation of low-level proof objects in matching logic
to certify these features.
We discuss how to address these challenges as well as the cur-
rent limitations of our implementation in Sections 3 and 4.
One advantage of our technique is the encoding of match-
ing logic proof objects using Metamath [37], which is a for-
mal language to encode axioms and proof rules, and con-
struct machine-checkable proofs. By doing so, our proof
objects can be verified by all (third-party) Metamath proof
checkers [33, 40, 37], which increases the overall trustwor-
thiness of our approach.
Although we use Metamath to encode the proof objects,




3 syntax Exp ::=
4 Int
5 | Id
6 | Exp "+" Exp [left, strict]
7 | Exp "-" Exp [left, strict]
8 | "(" Exp ")" [bracket]
9 syntax Stmt ::=
10 Id "=" Exp ";" [strict(2)]
11 | "if" "(" Exp ")" Stmt Stmt [strict(1)]
12 | "while" "(" Exp ")" Stmt
13 | "{" Stmt "}" [bracket]
14 | "{" "}"




19 syntax KResult ::= Int
20 configuration ⟨ $PGM:Stmt, ·Map ⟩
21 // Variable lookup and assignment
22 rule ⟨C[X],M ⟩ ⇒ ⟨C[M(X)],M ⟩
23 rule ⟨C[X = I],M ⟩ ⇒ ⟨C[{}],M [X 7→ I] ⟩
24 // Arithmetic expression
25 rule I1 + I2 ⇒ I1 + I2
26 rule I1 - I2 ⇒ I1 − I2
27 // Control flow
28 rule {} S:Stmt ⇒ S
29 rule if (I) S _ ⇒ S requires I ̸= 0
30 rule if (0) _ S ⇒ S
31 rule while (B) S ⇒ if (B) { S while(B) S } {}
32 endmodule
Figure 1: The complete formal semantics of an imperative language IMP, defined in K. X is a variable of sort Id, I, I1, I2
are variables of sort Int, and M is a variable of sort Map. C denotes an evaluation context, e.g., C[□] = 1+□ in which case
C[X + 2] = 1 + (X + 2). Rules in lines 25-31 can be applied in any evaluation context.
Metamath. Therefore, we assume the understanding that
all matching logic theorems/lemmas presented in this paper
have been fully formalized in Metamath and proof-checked
as part of our proof objects, and we omit their detailed Meta-
math encoding. Interested readers can find more details
about Metamath in [3, 37] and our encoding of reachability
lemmas in our repository [34].
In the following three sections, we give the preliminary
background on the main systems used in our work:
1. K [28]—a language framework where formal language
semantics can be defined and language tools can be au-
tomatically generated;
2. Reachability logic [44, 10], which is used by K to per-
form language-agnostic deductive verification.
3. Matching logic [43, 5], which subsumes reachability
logic and serves as the unifying logical foundation of
K in general.
2.1 K Framework
In this section, we use an example to explain how to de-
fine formal language semantics in K, and how K uses the
semantics to execute programs.
In Figure 1, we show the complete formal definition of
an imperative language IMP in K. The definition includes
both syntax (module IMP-SYNTAX in the left column) and for-
mal semantics (module IMP in the right column). In the
syntax module IMP-SYNTAX, we define two syntactic cate-
gories: Exp for arithmetic expressions and Stmt for state-
ments. The production rules can have attributes, enclosed
in square brackets. For example, the [left] attribute means
left-associativity; the [strict(2)] attribute specifies an eval-
uation order where the second argument is evaluated first.
In the semantic module IMP, we first define the computa-
tion configurations of the language IMP, using the keyword
configuration. A configuration is a term that includes all
information about the current state of execution. For IMP,
a configuration is a pair consisting of the statement to be
executed and a map from variables to their values. Given a
program/statement S, the initial configuration is ⟨S, ·Map ⟩,
where ·Map denotes the empty map.
In K, formal semantics is given as a set of rewrite rules
of the form lhs⇒ rhs. K carries out program execution by
repeatedly matching the current configuration with the left-
hand side of a rewrite rule, and then rewriting it to the right-
hand side, until no rewrite rules can be matched further,
in which case the execution terminates. For example, the
following execution step applies the rewrite rule at line 23:
⟨ x = 0; x = 1;, ·Map ⟩ ⇒exec ⟨ {} x = 1;, x 7→ 0 ⟩
where ⇒exec denotes rewriting, i.e., program execution.
From the formal definition of IMP in Figure 1, K can auto-
matically generate language tools for IMP. In the following,
we show how K performs concrete and symbolic execution.
Example 1 (Concrete Execution). Consider the program
SUM10 ≡ n = 10; s = 0;
while (n) { s = s + n; n = n - 1; }
which computes the sum 1 + · · · + 10. By matching and
applying the rewrite rules of IMP exhaustively, K generates
the following rewriting trace:
⟨ SUM10, ·Map ⟩ ⇒exec ⟨ {}, {s 7→ 55, n 7→ 0} ⟩
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T |= φ→ φ′ A ⊢reachC φ′ ⇒ ψ′ T |= ψ′ → ψ(Consequence)
A ⊢reachC φ⇒ ψ
φ⇒ ψ ∈ A
(Axiom)
A ⊢reachC φ⇒ ψ
A ⊢reachC φ⇒ ψ x /∈ FV(ψ)(Abstraction)
A ⊢reachC (∃x. φ)⇒ ψ
(Reflexivity)
A ⊢reach∅ φ⇒ φ
A ⊢reachC φ⇒+ φ′ A ∪ C ⊢reach∅ φ
′ ⇒ ψ
(Transitivity)
A ⊢reachC φ⇒ ψ
A ⊢reachC∪{φ⇒ψ} φ⇒ ψ
(Circularity)
A ⊢reachC φ⇒ ψ
A ⊢reachC φ⇒ ψ A ⊢reachC φ′ ⇒ ψ(Case Analysis)
A ⊢reachC φ ∨ φ′ ⇒ ψ
Figure 2: A sound and relatively complete reachability logic proof system [44]. We omit the reach subscript since
all formulas involved are reachability formulas. ⇒+ denotes reachability after one rewriting step. In (Consequence), T
represents the (canonical) matching logic model of program configurations (see [44]).
Example 2 (Symbolic Execution). Consider the following
program with a symbolic integer value n:
SUM(n) ≡ n = n; s = 0;
while (n) { s = s + n; n = n - 1; }
(2)
By (symbolically) matching and applying the rewrite rules,
K carries out symbolic execution. Unlike concrete execution,
symbolic execution creates branches. For example, when K
encounters the while-loop, it splits the configuration into
two branches, based on whether n is zero:
(⟨ {}, {s 7→ 0, n 7→ 0} ⟩ ∧ n = 0)∨
(⟨ UNROLLED, {s 7→ 0, n 7→ n} ⟩ ∧ n ̸= 0)
(3)
where n = 0 and n ̸= 0 are called path conditions, and
UNROLLED is the unfolded loop:
UNROLLED ≡ s = s + n; n = n - 1;
while (n) { s = s + n; n = n - 1; }
Note that unless we bound the variable n, symbolic ex-
ecution as above does not terminate. Instead, K gener-
ates a growing disjunction of branches with path conditions
n = 0, n− 1 = 0, . . . , n− k = 0, n− k ̸= 0, for any k ∈ N.
2.2 Deductive Verification using Reacha-
bility Logic
Using the same semantics that supports program execution,
K can do deductive verification using a formal calculus called
reachability logic. In this section, we explain how K’s verifi-
cation tool proves the functional correctness of SUM.
In K, program verification refers to proving reachability
formulas of the form φ ⇒reach ψ, where φ,ψ are conjunc-
tions of configurations and path conditions such as Equa-
tion (3). Intuitively, φ ⇒reach ψ states that φ rewrites to
ψ in finitely many steps or it is divergent (i.e., it has an
infinite trace). It is therefore reminiscent of the partial cor-
rectness interpretation of a Hoare triple [24], except that K
is language-agnostic.
To prove reachability formulas, K uses two proof tech-
niques: symbolic execution and coinductive reasoning.
When symbolic execution does not terminate (e.g. SUM),
coinduction is used to generalize and prove certain repeti-
tive patterns in the (potentially infinite) rewriting trace.
Embodying these two proof techniques is the reachability
logic [44], which has a sound and relatively complete proof
system shown in Figure 2 to derive reachability judgments
of the form A ⊢reachC φ ⇒reach ψ where A (axioms) and C
(circularities) are two sets of reachability formulas. Axioms
are usually semantic rules and circularities are coinduction
hypotheses that can only be used after at least one step of
rewriting (thus the use of ⇒+ in (Transitivity), Figure 2).
Recall the SUM example in Equation (2). We can write SUM’s
function correctness as the following reachability judgment:
A⊢reach∅ ⟨ SUM(n), ·Map ⟩ ⇒reach ⟨ {}, {s 7→ Σ
n
i=1i, n 7→ 0} ⟩ (4)
where A is initially the set of semantic rules in IMP.
To prove Equation (4), we first perform symbolic execu-
tion on its LHS with a combination of (Axiom), (Transitivity),
and (Case Analysis) in Figure 2. This reduces the goal to
⟨ LOOP, {s 7→ 0, n 7→ n} ⟩ ⇒reach ⟨ {}, {s 7→ Σni=1i, n 7→ 0} ⟩
where LOOP ≡ while (n) { s = s + n; n = n - 1; }.
Continuing symbolic execution will lead to an infinite
loop, so we instead generalize this goal by introducing a
new variable s (using (Consequence) and (Abstraction)):
A ⊢reach∅ ⟨ LOOP, {s 7→ s, n 7→ n} ⟩ ⇒reach
⟨ {}, {s 7→ s+Σni=1i, n 7→ 0} ⟩
(5)
Now we can show this holds for any s by coinduction on
the (possibly infinite) rewrite trace. We first add Equa-
tion (5) to the circularity set C using (Circularity), so we can
use it later. Then by symbolically executing the LHS of
Equation (5), we obtain two branches:
(⟨ {}, {s 7→ s, n 7→ 0} ⟩ ∧ n = 0)∨ (6)





(Propositional 1) φ→ (ψ → φ)
(Propositional 2) (φ→ (ψ → θ))
→ ((φ→ ψ)→ (φ→ θ))




(∃-Quantifier) φ[y/x]→ ∃x. φ
(∃-Generalization)
φ→ ψ













(Propagation∨) C[φ ∨ ψ]→ C[φ] ∨ C[ψ]
(Propagation∃) C[∃x. φ]→ ∃x.C[φ]












Figure 3: Matching logic proof system (where C,C1, C2 are application contexts which are patterns with a single hole
variable □ such that only pattern applications (i.e. φ1 φ2) appear from the root of the pattern to □. We denote
C[φ] ≡ C[φ/□]).
where recall that UNROLLED is the loop unrolled once. The
first branch Equation (6) is subsumed by the RHS of Equa-
tion (5), so we are done with this branch.
For the second branch of Equation (7), we symbolically
executed it further to ⟨ LOOP, {s 7→ s+ n, n 7→ n− 1} ⟩ ∧ n ̸=
0. Now since we have made at least one rewriting step,
we can apply Equation (5) itself on this configuration as a
coinduction hypothesis (with substitution {s 7→ s + n, n 7→
n− 1}), and get ⟨ {}, {s 7→ s+ n+Σn−1i=1 i, n 7→ 0} ⟩ ∧ n ̸= 0,
which is then subsumed by the RHS of Equation (5). Thus
we conclude the proof of Equation (5) and therefore (4).
All parts of this proof can be automated except for coming
up with a circularity such as Equation (5). So in K, the user
is required to provide this circularity rule for the proof to go
through, similar to how one needs to provide a loop invariant
in Hoare-style verification.
To conclude, K’s deductive verifier employs a verification
logic called reachability logic, which embodies symbolic ex-
ecution and coinductive reasoning.
In the following section, we show how everything we have
introduced so far can be formalized in matching logic, thus
leading to our approach of certifying K’s verification tool
using proof objects in matching logic.
2.3 Matching Logic
Matching logic was proposed in [46] as a means to specify
and reason about programs compactly and modularly. It
was developed in a series of works [43, 5, 7] and finalized in
[4].
Matching logic has been adopted as the logical foundation
of K, in the sense that every language definition in K can
be translated to a matching logic theory and all reasoning
performed by K can be reduced to matching logic formal
proofs. In this section, we introduce matching logic and
show how K’s execution and verification tools in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 can be formalized/embedded into matching logic.
Matching Logic Syntax and Semantics
We fix two sets of variables EV and SV . EV is a set of ele-
ment variables, whose elements are denoted x, y, . . . , while
SV is a set of set variables, whose elements are denoted X,
Y , . . . Matching logic formulas, called patterns, are induc-
tively defined as:
Definition 1. A (matching logic) signature Σ is a set of
(constant) symbols. The set of Σ-patterns, or simply pat-
terns, is inductively defined by the following grammar
φ,ψ ∈ Pattern ::= x ∈ EV | X ∈ SV | σ ∈ Σ
| φ ψ | ⊥ | φ→ ψ | ∃x. φ | µX.φ
where the pattern φ ψ is called an application, and for
the least fixpoint pattern µX.φ, we require that φ has
no negative occurrences of X. Other propositional con-
nectives ⊤,¬,∨,∧ can be defined as derived constructs
as usual. Furthermore, we define ∀x. φ ≡ ¬∃x.¬φ and
νX.φ ≡ ¬µX.¬φ[¬X/X].
Intuitively, a pattern is a set of elements that match it.
For example, ⊥ is interpreted as the empty set, ⊤ is inter-
preted as the total set (of any given model), and φ∨ψ (resp.
φ∧ψ) is interpreted as the union (resp. intersection) of the
interpretations of φ and ψ. We denote the free variables
in φ by FV(φ), and capture-free substitution by φ[ψ/x] and
φ[ψ/X].
Example 3 (K Configurations). In K, configurations are
matching logic patterns. The example in Section 2.1 uses a
(constrained) configuration ⟨ SUM(n), ·Map ⟩ ∧ n ≥ 0, which,
from a matching logic point of view, is a conjunction of two
patterns. The first pattern is an application of a symbol
⟨⟩ ∈ Σ to two arguments: the program SUM(n) and the empty
map ·Map . The second pattern is n ≥ 0. The resulting




Matching logic has a Hilbert-style proof system developed
in previous work [5], shown in Figure 3. The proof system
defines the provability relation Γ ⊢ φ, which means that
there exists a formal proof of φ using the proof system. Γ is
a set of patterns added as additional axioms, which we call
a matching logic theory.
Matching logic has 15 proof rules falling into 4 categories:
FOL rules, frame rules, fixpoint rules, and some miscella-
neous rules. For first-order reasoning, matching logic in-
cludes the complete proof rules for FOL (see, e.g., [47]). The
frame rules enable frame reasoning, such as lifting a local im-
plication ⊢ φ→ ψ to an application context ⊢ C[φ]→ C[ψ].
The fixpoint rules support the standard fixpoint reasoning as
in modal µ-calculus [30]. Finally, the 3 miscellaneous rules
are needed for some completeness results [5, Theorem 16].
Fixpoint reasoning is particularly important in our work.
In matching logic, the least fixpoint pattern µX.φ is inter-
preted as the smallest set X such that the equation X = φ
holds (φ may include recursive occurrences of X), and νX.φ
is interpreted as the largest such set. Therefore, the follow-










Intuitively, (µ-Fixpoint) and (ν-Fixpoint) state that µX.φ
and νX.φ are indeed fixpoints. The (KT) and (KTν) proof
rules are a direct logical incarnation of the Knaster-Tarski
fixpoint theorem [53] in matching logic, and are what sup-
port inductive/coinductive reasoning.
K’s deductive verification tool is based on coinductive rea-
soning (Section 2.2), which is a special case of fixpoint rea-
soning. Any coinductive proofs that K carries out during
verification can and should be reduced to the more basic
matching logic proof rules such as (KTν). This way, we
reduce the complex and error-prone verification algorithms
into simpler, machine-checkable matching logic proofs.
K Definitions as Matching Logic Theories
The formal definition of a programming language L defined
in K derives a matching logic theory ΓL, where the syntax of
L is represented by (matching logic) symbols and the seman-
tics is captured by rewrite axioms translated from rewrite
rules such as those in Figure 1.
To define rewriting in matching logic, we first define the
(one-step) transition relation. Let us introduce a new sym-
bol • ∈ Σ, called one-path next. Intuitively, for any configu-
ration γ, the pattern •γ is matched by all configurations γ′
such that γ′ rewrites to γ in one step (i.e., γ′ satisfies “next”
γ). Then, one-step rewriting is defined as follows:
φ⇒1exec ψ ≡ φ→ •ψ // one-step rewriting
One-step rewriting states that for any γ matching φ, there
exists γ′ matching ψ, such that γ rewrites to γ′. Therefore,
one-step rewriting captures one-step program execution.
We can define the reflexive and/or transitive closures of
one-step rewriting using fixpoint patterns:
♢φ ≡ µX.φ ∨ •X
φ⇒exec ψ ≡ φ→ ♢ψ
φ⇒+exec ψ ≡ φ→ •♢ψ
Intuitively, ♢φ is understood as an infinite disjunction φ ∨
•φ ∨ ••φ . . . , including all configurations that can reach φ
in finitely many steps. Hence ⇒exec means zero or more
steps of rewriting, and ⇒+exec means one or more steps of
rewriting.
Example 4 (Concrete/Symbolic Execution). In the SUM ex-
ample in Section 2.1, we explain both concrete and symbolic
execution. In matching logic, they can be specified as fol-
lows:
ΓIMP ⊢ ⟨ SUM10, ·Map ⟩ ⇒exec ⟨ {}, {s 7→ 55, n 7→ 0} ⟩
ΓIMP ⊢ ⟨ SUM(n), ·Map ⟩ ⇒exec
(⟨ {}, {s 7→ 0, n 7→ 0} ⟩ ∧ n = 0)∨
(⟨ UNROLLED, {s 7→ 0, n 7→ n} ⟩ ∧ n ̸= 0)
where ΓIMP is the formal definition of IMP in matching
logic.
Reachability extends rewriting by allowing infinite traces:
♢wφ ≡ νX.φ ∨ •X
φ⇒reach ψ ≡ φ→ ♢wψ
φ⇒+reach ψ ≡ φ→ •♢wψ
where ♢wφ, called weak-eventually, is matched by any con-
figurations that match ♢φ or are divergent [6, Proposition
115 (20)]. Therefore, reachability captures partial correct-
ness.
Example 5 (Deductive Verification). The functional cor-
rectness of SUM in Equation (4) can be specified as:
ΓIMP ⊢ ⟨ SUM(n), ·Map ⟩ ⇒reach ⟨ {}, {s 7→ Σni=1i, n 7→ 0} ⟩
Reachability proof rules (Figure 2) can be derived as the-
orems using the matching logic proof system (Figure 3) and
the above definition of reachability patterns. More specif-
ically, given a reachability judgment A ⊢reachC φ ⇒ ψ, one




∀FV(ψ1, ψ2). ψ1 ⇒+reach ψ2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸






∀FV(ψ1, ψ2). ψ1 ⇒+reach ψ2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸






where ⇒△ is ⇒+ if C ̸= ∅ and is ⇒ otherwise. The opera-
tors “□” and “◦” are defined as
◦φ ≡ ¬•¬φ // “all-path next”
□φ ≡ νX.φ ∧ ◦X // “always”
In this work, we prove reachability claims in matching
logic using the encoding above.
3 Certifying K’s Deductive Verifier
First proposed by Ştefănescu et al. [11], K implements a
language-agnostic deductive verifier based on reachability
logic. It is then recently shown in [5] that reachability logic
can be embedded into matching logic. This paves the theo-
retical foundation for our goal, which is to generate matching
logic proof objects to certify the correctness of each deduc-
tive verification task done by K.
In the following sections, we describe in detail how our
technique extracts a formal, machine-checkable matching
logic proof from K’s verification algorithm. We begin by
discussing the verification algorithm in K, which generalizes
and automates the reachability proof rules in Figure 2 (Sec-
tion 3.1). We then describe the main components of our
algorithm, which generate proof objects for symbolic execu-
tion (Section 3.2), pattern subsumption (Section 3.3), and
finally, coinductive reasoning (Section 3.4).
3.1 Overview of Our Goal
In Section 2.2, we have shown an informal reachability proof
of the functional correctness of the SUM program in Equa-
tion (2) whose reachability specification is in Equation (4).
During the proof, we also generalize and prove the follow-
ing claim using coinduction:
A ⊢reach∅ ⟨ LOOP, {s 7→ s, n 7→ n} ⟩ ⇒reach
⟨ {}, {s 7→ s+Σni=1i, n 7→ 0} ⟩
(8)
To prove the correctness of SUM in K, we write both Equa-
tions (4) and (8) in a K specification and then run K’s verifi-
cation algorithm to check the correctness of the specification.
The verification algorithm in K is shown in Algorithm 1.
In essence, the algorithm is similar to the proof we give in
Section 2.2. K would take the set of reachability claims R
given by the user (containing both the main goal and auxil-
iary coinduction hypotheses), and for each reachability claim
φ1 ⇒reach φ2 ∈ R, K performs symbolic execution from φ1
until all branches are subsumed by the right-hand side φ2
(checked by line 7). However, the difference is that after the
first step of symbolic execution (line 3), we can apply rules
in R as well (line 8), which is justified by coinduction.
Our goal in this paper is to extract a matching logic proof
from Algorithm 1. It requires us to generate matching logic
proofs for:
• Symbolic execution (e.g. lines 3 and 8);
// Checks the validity of claims in R
// using symbolic execution and coinduction.
1 procedure checkReachability(R)
2 for φ⇒reach ψ ∈ R do
3 Q← successors(φ) ;
4 if Q = ∅ and ΓL ̸⊢ φ→ ψ then fail;
5 while Q ̸= ∅ do
6 Pop any φ′ from Q ;
7 if ΓL ⊢ φ′ → ψ then continue;
8 Q′ ← successorsR(φ′) ;
9 if Q′ = ∅ then fail;
10 else Q← Q ∪Q′ ;
Algorithm 1: Verification algorithm in K [11]. Here,
successors(φ) is a set of patterns that are the results of
symbolically executing φ for one step using the formal
semantics (see Section 3.2). successorsI(φ) is the result
of applying a rule in R if any one is applicable, otherwise
we let successorsR(φ) = successors(φ).
• Pattern subsumption (e.g. lines 4 and 7);
• Coinductive reasoning (e.g. the use of R in line 8).
We discuss how these proofs are generated in detail.
3.2 Proof Objects for Symbolic Execution
Let ΓL be the matching logic theory that defines the formal
definition of a programming language L.
Problem Formulation
Consider the following K language definition consisting of
K (conditional) rewrite rules:
{lhsk ∧ qk ⇒1exec rhsk | k = 1, 2, . . . ,K} ⊆ ΓL
where lhsk represents the left-hand side of the rewrite rule,
rhsk represents the right-hand side, and qk denotes the
rewriting condition. For unconditional rules, qk is ⊤. The
notation⇒1exec stands for one-step execution, defined in Sec-
tion 2.3.
In symbolic execution, program configurations often ap-
pear with their corresponding path conditions. We represent
them as t∧p, where t is a configuration and p is a logical con-
straint/predicate over the free variables of t. We call such
patterns constrained terms. Constrained terms are matching
logic patterns.
Unlike concrete execution, symbolic execution can cre-
ate branches. Therefore, we formulate proof generation for
symbolic execution as follows. The input is an initial con-
strained term t ∧ p and a list of final constrained terms
t1 ∧ p1, . . . , tn ∧ pn, which are returned by K as the result(s)
of symbolic executing t under the condition p. Each ti ∧ pi
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represents one possible execution trace. Our goal is to gen-
erate a proof object for the following proof goal:
ΓL ⊢ t ∧ p⇒exec (t1 ∧ p1) ∨ · · · ∨ (tn ∧ pn) (Goal)
In other words, using the notations in Algorithm 1, we
need to show the correctness of successors by proving
ΓL ⊢ φ ⇒exec successors(φ), which further implies ΓL ⊢
φ⇒reach successors(φ).
Proof Hints
To help generate the proof of (Goal), we instrument K to
output proof hints, which include rewriting details, such as
which semantic rules are applied and what substitutions are
used. Formally, the proof hint for the j-th rewrite step con-
sists of:
• a constrained term thintj ∧ phintj before step j;




j, where for each 1 ≤ l ≤ lj , we also annotate the term
with the index 1 ≤ kj,l ≤ K of a rewrite rule and a
substitution θj,l;
• an (optional) constrained term tremj ∧ premj , called the
remainder of step j.
Intuitively, each constrained term thintj,l ∧phintj,l represents one
execution branch, obtained by applying the kj,l-th rewrite
rule (i.e., lhskj,l ∧ qkj,l ⇒1exec rhskj,l) with substitution θj,l.
The remainder tremj ∧ premj denotes the branch where no
rewrite rules can be applied further and thus the execu-
tion gets stuck. Note that thintj and tremj may look different
even if no rewrite step is made. This is because the path
condition premj may be stronger than the original condition
phintj . With this stronger path condidtion, K may be able to
simplify thintj to a different term tremj .
From the above proof hint, we can generate a proof for
the symbolic execution step. For example, the following is


















Recall that ⇒exec is the reflexive-transitive closure of one-
step execution, so we can have the remainder configuration
at the right-hand side even if no execution is made. To
prove (Stepj), we need to prove each execution branch: for





















Given the above proof hints, we prove (Goal) in three phases:
Phase 1. We prove (Branchj,l) and (Remainderj) for each
step j and branch 1 ≤ l ≤ lj .
Phase 2. We combine (Branchj,l) and (Remainderj) to ob-
tain a proof of (Stepj).
Phase 3. We combine (Stepj) to prove (Goal).
Remark 1 (Lemmas and Their Proofs). We need many
lemmas about program execution “⇒exec” when we gener-
ate the proof objects for symbolic execution. The most im-
portant and relevant lemmas are stated explicitly in this
paper. In total, 196 new lemmas are formally encoded, and
their proofs have been completely worked out based on the
240-line Metamath database of matching logic [3]. These
lemmas can be easily reused for future development.
In the following, we explain each proof generation step.
Phase 1: Proving (Branchj,l) and (Remainderj). Recall
that (Branchj,l) is obtained by applying the kj,l-th rewrite
rule from the language semantics (where 1 ≤ kj,l ≤ K):
lhskj,l ∧ qkj,l ⇒1exec rhskj,l
According to the proof hint, the corresponding substitution
is θj,l. Therefore, by instantiating the rewrite rule with θj,l,
we obtain the following proof:
ΓL ⊢ lhskj,lθj,l ∧ qkj,lθj,l ⇒1exec rhskj,lθj,l (9)
Since the condition qkj,lθj,l is a predicate on the free vari-
ables of Equation (9) and it holds on the left-hand side, it
also holds on the right-hand side. Therefore, we prove that:
ΓL ⊢ lhskj,lθj,l ∧ qkj,lθj,l ⇒1exec rhskj,lθj,l ∧ qkj,lθj,l (10)
To proceed with the proof, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 1 (⇒1exec Consequence).
ΓL ⊢ φ→ φ′ ΓL ⊢ φ′ ⇒1exec ψ′ ΓL ⊢ ψ′ → ψ
ΓL ⊢ φ⇒1exec ψ
Intuitively, Lemma 1 allows us to strengthen the left-hand
side and/or weaken the right-hand side of an execution re-
lation. Using Lemma 1, and by comparing our proof goal
(Branchj,l) with Equation (10), we only need to prove the



















These subsumption proofs are common in our proof gener-
ation procedure (e.g. (Remainderj) is also a subsumption).
We elaborate on subsumption proofs later in Section 3.3.
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Phase 2: Proving (Stepj). The proof goal (Stepj) is
proved by combining the proofs for each branch and the
remainder:
ΓL ⊢ thintj ∧ phintj,1 ⇒1exec thintj,1 ∧ phintj,1 (Branchj,1)
...







ΓL ⊢ thintj ∧ premj → tremj ∧ premj (Remainderj)
Note that our proof goal (Stepj) uses “⇒exec”, while the
above use either one-step execution (“⇒1exec”) or implication
(“→”). The following lemma allows us to turn one-step ex-
ecution and implication (i.e. “zero-step execution”) into the
reflexive-transitive execution relation “⇒exec”:
Lemma 2 (⇒exec Introduction).
ΓL ⊢ φ→ ψ
ΓL ⊢ φ⇒exec ψ
ΓL ⊢ φ⇒1exec ψ
ΓL ⊢ φ⇒exec ψ
Then, we need to verify that the disjunction of all path
conditions in the branches (including the remainder) is im-
plied from the initial path condition:
ΓL ⊢ phintj → phintj,1 ∨ · · · ∨ phintj,lj ∨ p
rem
j (11)
The above implication includes only logical constraints and
no configuration terms, and thus involves only domain rea-
soning. Therefore, we simply translate it into an equivalent
FOL formula and delegate it to SMT solvers, such as Z3
[13].
From Equation (11), we can prove that the left-hand side
of (Stepj), thintj ∧ phintj , can be broken down into lj + 1
















Note that that right-hand side of Equation (12) is exactly
the disjunction of all the left-hand sides of (Branchj,l) and
(Remainderj). Therefore, to prove the proof goal (Stepj),
we use the following lemma, which allows us to combine the
executions in different branches into one:
Lemma 3 (⇒exec Merge).








Phase 3: Proving (Goal). We are now ready to prove
our final proof goal for symbolic execution. At a high level,
the proof simply uses the reflexivity and transitivity of the
program execution relation⇒exec . Therefore, our proof gen-
eration method is an iterative procedure. We start with the
reflexivity of ⇒exec , that is:
ΓL ⊢ (t ∧ p)⇒exec (t ∧ p) (13)
Then, we repeatedly apply the following steps to symboli-
cally execute the right-hand side of Equation (13), until it
becomes the same as the right-hand side of (Goal):
1. Suppose we have established a proof of









where tim1 , pim1 , etc. represent the intermediate config-
urations and constraints, respectively.



















such that thintj ∧phintj ≡ timi ∧pimi , for some intermediate
constrained term timi ∧ pimi . Without loss of generality,
let us assume that i = 1, i.e., it is the first intermediate
constrained term tim1 ∧ pim1 that can be rewritten/exe-
cuted using (Stepj).
3. Execute tim1 ∧ pim1 in Equation (14) for one step using
(Stepj), and obtain the following proof:
ΓL ⊢(t ∧ p)⇒exec(
thintj,1 ∧ phintj,1
)




















same as Equation (14)
Finally, when all symbolic execution steps are applied,
we check if the resulting proof goal is the same as (Goal),
potentially after permuting the disjuncts on the right-hand
side. If yes, then the proof generation method succeeds and
we obtain a proof of the goal (Goal). Otherwise, the proof
generation method fails, indicating potential mistakes made
by K’s symbolic execution engine.
3.3 Proof Objects for Pattern Subsump-
tion
It is common to prove the subsumption or implication of
constrained terms in our symbolic execution proof. A sub-
sumption has the form:
ΓL ⊢ (t ∧ p)→ (t′ ∧ p′)
We divide it into the following two sub-goals:
ΓL ⊢ p→ p′ ΓL ⊢ p→ (t = t′)
To prove the first sub-goal ΓL ⊢ p → p′, we note that
both p and p′ are logical constraints. Therefore, its proof
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is delegated to external SMT solvers. To prove the second
sub-goal ΓL ⊢ p→ (t = t′), we first try an SMT solver with
all constructors abstracted to uninterpreted functions. If the
SMT solver proves the goal with such abstraction, our proof
generation method succeeds. Otherwise, we break down t
and t′ into sub-terms. Specifically, if t ≡ f(t1, . . . , tn) and
t′ ≡ f(t′1, . . . , t′n), we reduce the sub-goal into a set of goals:
ΓL ⊢ p→ (t1 = t′1) · · · ΓL ⊢ p→ (tn = t′n)
Then we call our proof generation method recursively on the
above sub-goals.
This method is incomplete but covers most simplifica-
tions done by K. In general, such subsumption is unde-
cidable since it requires proving first-order theorems in the
initial algebra of an equational theory. But some techniques
in automated inductive theorem proving (such as in Maude
ITP [22]) are shown to be effective, and we can adopt them
in the future.
3.4 Proof Objects for Coinduction
Recall that the verification algorithm in Algorithm 1 per-
forms symbolic execution from the left-hand side of each
claim until all branches are subsumed by the right-hand side.
While the proof generation procedures in previous sections
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 can cover symbolic execution already,
the missing part is line 8 in Algorithm 1, where we also ap-
ply claims in R itself to perform symbolic execution. This
may seem like a circular argument, but the algorithm is in
fact performing a coinduction on the rewriting trace. In this
section, we describe how we can generate proof objects to
justify this coinduction step.
We start with the simplest case when R has only one claim
φ ⇒reach ψ. We assume that we have already rewritten φ
to some intermediate configuration φ′ in one or more steps:
φ⇒+reach φ
′ (15)
Then if the proof hints indicate that we need to apply the
original claim φ ⇒reach ψ itself to φ′ as a coinduction hy-
pothesis, we first generate a proof for this single step:
□(∀FV(φ,ψ). φ⇒reach ψ)→ φ′ ⇒reach φ′′ (16)
by instantiating the quantifiers ∀FV(φ,ψ) using the substi-
tution contained in the proof hints, where φ′′ is the result
of applying the claim φ ⇒reach ψ as a rewrite rule on φ′.
Recall that this is the encoding of the reachability judgment
{φ⇒reach ψ} ⊢reach∅ φ
′ ⇒ φ′′.
Now by (Transitivity) applied on Equations (15) and (16),
we can get a proof of
◦□(∀FV(φ,ψ). φ⇒reach ψ)→ φ⇒+reach φ
′′
which is the encoding of the reachability judgment
⊢reach{φ⇒reachψ} φ⇒ φ
′′. Then we can continue the symbolic ex-
ecution of φ′′ using the procedure in Section 3.2 except with
an additional circularity premise ◦□(∀FV(φ,ψ). φ ⇒reach
ψ).
Finally, if the entire reachability proof can be eventually
done, we would have obtained a proof of
◦□(∀FV(φ,ψ). φ⇒reach ψ)→ φ⇒reach ψ
which by (Circularity), gives us φ⇒reach ψ as desired.
In general, we could have n claims in R = {φ1 ⇒reach
ψ1, . . . , φn ⇒reach ψn} and their proofs could arbitrarily
invoke each other’s coinduction hypothesis. This can be
justified by a generalization of (Circularity) [45, Lemma 5]:
A ⊢reachR φ⇒ ψ for all (φ⇒ ψ) ∈ R(Set Circularity)
A ⊢reach∅ φ⇒ ψ for all (φ⇒ ψ) ∈ R
That is, we can simultaneously add all claims in R as coin-
duction hypotheses to do a mutual coinduction.
In our current implementation, however, we do not imple-
ment the proof of (Set Circularity) in its full generality, and
we make the assumption that the proof of each claim would
only invoke its own coinduction hypothesis. This is not a
restriction in theory, because Roşu et al. [45, Lemma 5] has
shown that any proof using (Set Circularity) can be reduced
to one using only (Circularity).
4 Implementation and Limitations
In this section, we discuss some interesting technical details
about the implementation of the proof generation algorithms
in Section 3, as well as its limitations and future directions.
4.1 Our Current Implementation
We implemented the proof generation algorithms in Python.
Our implementation takes proof hints as input and gener-
ates complete matching logic proof objects, which can be
directly proof-checked by any Metamath checker. Besides
the algorithms, we also manually encoded and proved 196
new lemmas about rewriting and/or reachability reasoning.
These new lemmas are used by the proof generation algo-
rithms. Their formal proof objects (∼4,000 LOC in Meta-
math) were fully, manually worked out and added to the
existing Metamath database of matching logic.
For better performance, we also implemented some opti-
mizations for constructing the proof objects. For example,
we used a simple heuristic to cache a proof tree when its size
exceeds some given threshold, so we could avoid recomput-
ing the proof of a common proof goal and share the same
disk space when storing the proof object.
In terms of memory, we represent proof trees as directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) to share common subtrees. When
a lemma is applied and multiple proof trees (DAGs) are
combined, we use a greedy algorithm to merge subtrees with
the same conclusion.
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Even with these optimizations, the proof objects can still
be huge (in the order of tens of megabytes). This is primar-
ily due to the space-inefficient text-based encoding of proof
objects. To address this issue, we compress the proof objects
using generic compression tools such as xz[54]. This results
usually in over 95% reduction in size. A more detailed eval-
uation of compression can be found in Section 5.
4.2 Limitations and Future Directions
We discuss some important limitations about our current
preliminary implementation and how we plan to address
them in the future.
4.2.1 Need to Trust SMT Solvers
Our current implementation delegates domain reasoning to
SMT solvers and does not generate proof objects for them.
By domain reasoning, we mean ΓL ⊢ φ → ψ, where φ and
ψ are logical constraints about domain values, such as in-
tegers. To prove such domain properties, we encode them
as equivalent FOL formulas and query an SMT solver. This
creates a gap in our proof objects, because we need to trust
the external SMT solvers.
To remove SMT solvers from the trust base, we need to
generate complete proofs for domain reasoning. There has
been existing research on generating proof objects for SMT
solvers, such as [51, 1], which we can incorporate in our proof
generation method.
4.2.2 Verifying Nondeterministic Programs
In our current work, we consider only one-path reachability.
In other words, φ ⇒reach ψ holds if φ diverges or has one
finite execution that reaches ψ. While one-path reachability
is sufficient for the verification of deterministic programs, it
does not support nondeterministic or concurrent programs,
where we need to verify that all finite traces from φ can
reach ψ.
To address the verification of nondeterministic programs,
all-path reachability was proposed [10]. An all-path reach-
ability φ ⇒∀reach ψ claim holds iff all finite (and maximal)
execution traces can reach ψ. Therefore, it supports the
verification of nondeterministic programs. On deterministic
programs, all-path and one-path reachability coincide.
To support all-path reachability, we need to extend our
method with the following (Step) axiom, which introduces
all-path claims from (one-path) rewrite rules in the seman-
tics A = {lhs1 ⇒ rhs1, . . . , lhsK ⇒ rhsK}:
(Step) A ⊢reach∅ φ⇒
∀
reach (ψ1 ∨ · · · ∨ ψK)
where for 1 ≤ k ≤ K, ψk is the result of executing φ for one
step, using the k-th semantic rule lhsk ⇒ rhsk. Intuitively,
the (Step) axiom states that an execution step must be made
using one of the semantic rules in A.
Task Gen Steps Hint Size Proof Size Check
sum.imp 64 s 42 0.58MB 37/1.6 MB 2.0 s
sum.reg 215 s 108 2.24MB 111/3.6 MB 6.5 s
sum.pcf 107 s 22 0.29MB 38/1.5 MB 2.2 s
exp.imp 61 s 31 0.5MB 37/1.5 MB 1.9 s
exp.reg 117 s 43 0.96MB 70/2.3 MB 4.3 s
exp.pcf 142 s 29 0.5MB 65/2.3 MB 3.9 s
collatz.imp 83 s 55 1.14MB 49/1.7 MB 2.3 s
collatz.reg 444 s 100 3.66MB 209/4.7 MB 10.8 s
collatz.pcf 217 s 39 1.51MB 110/2.2 MB 6.1 s
product.imp 70 s 42 0.62MB 44/1.8 MB 2.7 s
product.reg 104 s 42 0.81MB 65/2.3 MB 4.1 s
product.pcf 155 s 48 0.82MB 80/2.8 MB 4.5 s
gcd.imp 181 s 93 1.9MB 74/2.3 MB 3.7 s
gcd.reg 261 s 73 1.92MB 124/3.3 MB 6.7 s
gcd.pcf 373 s 38 1.35MB 150/3.2 MB 8.4 s
ln/count-by-1 23 s 25 0.24MB 28/1.3 MB 1.6 s
ln/count-by-2 25 s 25 0.26MB 28/1.3 MB 1.6 s
ln/count-by-k 218 s 51 0.73MB 36/1.6 MB 1.9 s
ln/gauss-sum 60 s 39 0.53MB 38/1.6 MB 2.4 s
ln/half 76 s 65 1.3MB 63/2.2 MB 3.5 s
ln/nested-1 141 s 84 1.88MB 104/3.4 MB 8.8 s
Figure 4: Performance of our proof generation prototype.
From left to right, we list the benchmark, proof generation
time, number of symbolic execution steps, proof hint size,
(uncompressed/compressed) proof object size, and proof
checking time. Tasks with prefix ln/ are from the loop-new
benchmark of SV-COMP [52].
4.2.3 Handling Existentially Quantified Terms
In K, it is common that the RHS of a reachability claim is ex-
istentially quantified. For example, if we have a Hoare logic
for IMP in Section 2.1, then a Hoare-triple {φ(x)}P{ψ(x)}
can be translated to the reachability formula:
⟨P, {x 7→ x} ⟩ ∧ φ(x)⇒reach ∃x′. ⟨ {}, {x 7→ x′} ⟩ ∧ ψ(x′)
Our current implementation does not support existen-
tially quantified terms as above, which leads to more work
in writing specifications. In the case when x′ is not definable
in terms of x, we manually Skolemize the existential quanti-
fiers to uninterpreted functions and constrain these Skolem
functions so that the coinduction proof is still valid.
To add support for existential quantifiers, most of the
algorithms in Section 3 can stay the same, but we need to
extend the subsumption prover in Section 3.3 to support
proving implications involving existential quantifications.
5 Evaluation
We evaluated our proof generation method using two bench-
marks. The first benchmark consists of some verification
problems of programs written in three programming lan-
guages, which aims at showing that our method is indeed
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language-agnostic. The second benchmark is a selection of C
verification examples from the SV-COMP competition [52].
We used a machine with Intel i7 processors and 16 GB of
RAM. The evaluation results are shown in Figure 4. In the
following, we discuss the benchmarks and the evaluation re-
sults in detail.
Benchmarks
To demonstrate that our proof generation method is
language-agnostic, we defined three different programming
languages in K:
• IMP (see Figure 1): a simple imperative language with
a C-like syntax;
• REG: a register-based virtual machine with a fixed
number of registers;
• PCF, i.e., programming computable functions [42]: a
functional language.
We considered the following verification examples:
• SUM, which computes 1 + · · ·+ n for input n;
• EXP, which computes nk for inputs n and k;
• COLLATZ, which computes the Collatz sequence [18] for
input n until it reaches 1;
• PRODUCT, which computes the product of integers using
a loop.
• GCD, which computes the greatest common divisor of two
integers using the Euclidean algorithm.
These five programs are implemented separately in all three
languages (IMP, REG, and PCF). Figure 4 shows that our
prototype can handle all the different versions (written in
different languages) of these programs without any further
effort. The detailed encoding of these verification tasks in
K can be found in our repository [34].
Besides these crafted verification examples, we also con-
sidered 6 simple C programs from the loop-new benchmark
in the SV-COMP competition [52]. It is worth mentioning
that our goal in this paper is not to propose any new verifi-
cation algorithm that can handle hard verification problems.
Instead, our goal is to generate machine-checkable proof ob-
jects as correctness certificates for verification tasks that are
carried out by K.
Furthermore, even with simple arithmetic programs such
as SUM, the process of symbolic rewriting is complicated, as
one can see from the proof object sizes in Figure 4. During
the verification of a specification, K performs many seem-
ingly innocuous operations such as substitution and equa-
tional simplification, but to reduce them to matching logic,
we have to generate detailed proofs for each small step.
Evaluation Results
We measured the performance of both proof generation and
proof checking. For proof generation, we measured the gen-
eration time, number of steps in symbolic execution, proof
hint sizes, and proof object sizes. We also measured the
compressed proof object sizes using a generic compression
tool xz [54]. For proof checking, we measured the checking
time based on a Rust implementation of Metamath called
smetamath [40].
The key highlights of our evaluation are:
1. Proof checking is fast and takes a few seconds;
2. Proof generation takes longer, often in the order of min-
utes, depending on the number of symbolic execution
steps involved in formal verification;
3. Proof objects are large when encoded in Metamath, but
they can be greatly reduced via compression, without
sacrificing proof generation/checking time.
We explain the experimental results in detail.
Proof Generation. At a high level, proof generation time
consists of two phases: (1) the time to generate the formal
semantics ΓL from the K language definitions, and (2) the
time to generate the proof objects following the algorithm
in Section 3. In our experiments, the first phase is efficient
and takes a few seconds, which is roughly linear to the size
of the K language definitions (i.e., the number of formal
semantic rules). The second generation phase takes most of
the time. It is linear to the number of symbolic execution
steps that K has carried out during verification and the size
of intermediate configurations.
Although proof generation takes a significant amount of
time, deductive verifiers are slow in general, and it takes
even more time to infer the right invariants for a verification
task. Therefore, we argue that it is acceptable to spend
the extra time on generating rigorous and machine-checkable
proof objects for deductive verifiers, and establishing the
verification results based on a small trust base.
Proof Checking. Due to the simplicity of Metamath and
the small 240-line formalization of matching logic, proof
checking is fast. It is another piece of strong evidence that
we should generate proof objects for verifiers. Once the
proofs are generated, they can be made public as machine-
checkable correctness certificates of the verification tasks.
Anyone concerning about the correctness of the verification
can access the public proof objects and check them indepen-
dently.
Proof Compression. As mentioned in Section 4.1, be-
sides some optimizations to reduce the complexity of proofs
themselves, we also applied a general compression algorithm
using xz [54] on the proof objects directly. This leads to a
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more than 95% reduction in the proof sizes, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. Meanwhile, using incremental compression/decom-
pression has little effect on proof generation and checking
time.
To sum up, our proof generation method is language-
agnostic and can be used across different languages. The
experimental results show that generating proofs as correct-
ness certificates for deductive verifiers is practical and has
promising performance. The proof generation time is ac-
ceptable while the proof checking time is satisfactory.
6 Related Work
There has been a lot of effort in providing formal guaran-
tees for programming language tools, such as deductive ver-
ifiers. Generally speaking, there are two approaches. One
approach is to formalize and prove the correctness of the
entire tool. The other approach is to generate correctness
certificates for each run of the tool, or for each analysis task
that it carries out. Clearly, our proof generation method
presented in this paper belongs to the second approach.
For the first approach, interactive theorem provers such
as Coq [36] and Isabelle/HOL [27] are often used to formal-
ize language tools and prove their correctness. For example,
CompCert [32] is a C compiler that is implemented and ver-
ified in Coq. CakeML [31] is an implementation of Standard
ML [20] and verified in HOL4 [48]. It takes a huge effort in
verifying such systems, but when it is done, it gives a strong
guarantee for the correctness of the entire tool.
However, we note that the theorem provers used to for-
malize and verify language tools are themselves intricate and
based on complex logical foundations. Therefore, their trust
base can be very large. For example, Coq is based on calcu-
lus of inductive constructions (CIC) [8], which is undoubt-
edly more complex than matching logic, the logical founda-
tion of our proof generation method. Specifically, the Coq
kernel has nearly 25,000 lines of OCaml [9].
In fact, there has been recent research trying to reduce
the trust base of theorem provers. For example, Sozeau et
al. [50, 49] attempted to reduce the trust base of Coq by
formalizing the kernel of Coq within Coq. Guneratne et
al. [15] proposed an alternative type theory to CIC that
has a smaller trust base. Harrison et al. [21] formalized the
OCaml kernel of HOL light within HOL light itself.
The second approach, which is undertaken by our proof
generation method, is to generate correctness certificates on
a case-by-case basis. There have been works to generate
proofs for decision procedures in SMT solvers to justify their
correctness [51, 1, 38]. Implementations of the LF frame-
work [19] are sometimes used to encode axioms and proofs.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to apply
this approach to symbolic execution and deductive verifica-
tion.
7 Conclusion
We propose an automated approach to verify the results of
formal deductive verification in a language-agnostic man-
ner. We base our approach on K and its logical foundation,
matching logic. For every verification task that K performs,
we generate rigorous and machine-checkable matching logic
proof objects, which can be verified by a 240-line proof
checker. Our experiment shows promising performance in
both proof generation and checking.
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